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PREFACE

For the purpose of this book ‘England’ has been stretched to cover those parts of Wales and Ireland that were settled by the English. ‘Medieval’ means the period from the Anglo-Saxon conquest until the summons of the Reformation parliament. The terminus is arbitrary. It is none the less convenient, for it was that parliament which passed the Benefit of Clergy and Gaols Acts (1532) and the Jurisdiction in Liberties Act (1536), all of which, in their several ways, set in motion changes in prison economy.

Special thanks are due to the Committee of Management of the Institute of Historical Research of the University of London, who on two occasions granted me periods of study leave so that I might make progress with this book. One of these periods was spent at the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey, of which I had the privilege of being made a member for the academic year 1963–4. I very gladly record my warm gratitude to the Trustees of that body as well. Many friends and colleagues have given me most generous help and encouragement while the book was being written. Among them I must single out Miss Joan Gibbs, Mr William Kellaway, Mr R. E. Latham, Mr C. A. F. Meekings, Professor Leon Radzinowicz, and Professor Francis Wormald.

R. B. P.

Hampstead, 1 February 1968
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